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Behind Masks and Capes 

All the lights are out, angry music is blaring and I’m under 4 blankets, failing to relieve 

my tension. I had 5 hours of sleep, my head is filled with chemistry, essays and stress; I forgot 

my homework, had a pop quiz and probably failed it. I didn’t see my any friends and no one is 

awake to help ease my agony. And I give up. I’m so tired and stressed and hungry and emotional 

and I am just about to tear my hair out. “This is too much”, I thought to myself, “What would 

Batman do?” 

The lights arm dim; the stalactite drips and echoes from the ceiling of an enormous cave 

while Batman investigated Gotham’s latest crimes. Sleep? He doesn’t need it. The night is young 

and he works best in the dark.  While analyzing the chemical structure of the latest version of 

The Joker’s laughing gas, Batman scans city maps deducing where Scarecrow next appearance 

will be. Alfred had tried to set him up with a date tonight, but there are much more important 

things to do than to socialize. His city needed him.  

Batman’s origins hit me hard. At a young age, his parents were shot and killed by a 

mugger which catalyzed his crime fighting crusade. From that turning point, Bruce Wayne 

traveled the world, trained in martial arts and honing other skills eventually donning a cape and 

mask as Gotham’s City’s Batman. Bruce Wayne found a means to take a childhood tragedy and 
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turn it into a positive output. But don’t get the wrong idea; Batman doesn’t put criminals behind 

bars for his own self satisfaction or revenge. He wishes to become symbol of hope for crime-

ridden Gotham City and anticipates that one day the people will live by his example. 

Although I’m not a Gotham City citizen, I find Batman inspirational in many ways. 

However, I find it strange that I admire a character who could be my direct opposite. I’m bubbly; 

he’s broody. I radiate my emotions but he maintains a poker face. I panic under pressure while 

he finds methods to relieve it. Batman seeks to surpass all obstacles in the most effective means. 

Even with his amazing talents, he is still human. Unlike Superman and other heroes, 

Batman was born without special abilities that set him apart. He has two legs, two arms and 

determination to work hard for any advantage. Because of this, I admire him. An ordinary 

individual can excel without the help of special abilities or magic; all I need is the determination 

to work hard so I’ll be ready for that pop quiz, do all my homework and flourish, not crack, 

under pressure. 

Another characteristic I admire about the Dark Knight is his selflessness. He sacrifices a 

lot for the city of Gotham. He stays up all night getting hurt to put away criminals. Because of 

his dedication, he is almost always alone and pushed away much needed human comfort. He’s 

alone but he doesn’t need to be for the sake of his beloved city. He sacrifices his own needs and 

it takes commitment to do something like that. Selfishness is common within everyone and in 

order to be good people we have to forgo it. Batman may not be social or outgoing but he has 

heart.  

Someday, I want to find a good cause to commit and dedicate my life to. Like Batman, I 

want to make sacrifices and be a hero. I may not be on cereal boxes or have my own T.V. show 
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but I’d be content with making people smile or being someone’s comfort. Through Batman’s 

self-sacrifice, I’ve learned the importance of determination. Batman shows me that there is more 

to being a hero than meets the eye. We don’t need capes to become super heroes. We just need 

heart and dedication to be a good person.  


